Springvale Primary School
FS1 Rainbow Bubble Remote Learning Timetable w/b 22nd February 2021
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Clapping syllables.

Session 1 Zoom

Read ‘Harry and the bucket full of dinosaurs’
together.
Revise sounds together. (as phonics.)
Rainbow challenge – find a bucket and give it
a wash. Write your name on your dinosaur
label and tie it to your bucket. Show us on
zoom tomorrow.

Dinosaur rhymes (see sheet)
Make up our own rhyme (wheels
on the bus tune)
Practise dinosaur sounds with
speech bubbles.

Make shape dinosaurs together.
Revise shape names.
Which sounds has Sound dinosaur
eaten?

Dinosaur number games.
Stomp to the swamp.

Session 2 General

Make a dinosaur den in your house where
you think the dinosaurs would like to live.
When you next go on a walk, collect things
to make a dinosaur world for toy dinosaurs.
Put them on a tray when you get back to
make somewhere for your toy dinosaurs to
live.

Session 3 Phonics

Use your laminated dinosaur. Watch your
adult write a sound on it and you have a go
at writing the same sound or saying the
sound.

Rainbow challenge – choose your
favourite paper plate dino to
show on zoom.

Rainbow challenge – show your
dinosaur poster or model on zoom.

Rainbow challenge – bring your
dinosaur egg numbers to zoom
tomorrow.

Rainbow challenge – ask your grown
up to buy you some cotton buds over
the weekend, if you haven’t already
got some. We’re going to make
dinosaur skeletons!!

Play Stomp to Swamp game.
Use your paper plate to make 1
or 2 dinosaurs, like the picture.
Or can you think of a way to
change your paper plate into a
dinosaur.

Read Tyrannosaurus Ellie and then
have a go at making a dinosaur like
Ellie did. OR make a dinosaur
poster and make up your very own
dinosaur and draw him.

Do the shape sheet together for ideas
and then collect different shaped
objects from around your house.
Either build a dinosaur with the
shapes or draw round the shapes to
make a dinosaur.

Use the big dinosaur picture and
cut the little dinosaurs off the
bottom. Do you know the names
of the dinosaurs? The clue is the
sound that is written next to the
dinosaur. Match the little
dinosaur with one on the big
picture.

Use your laminated dinosaur and
speech bubble. Dinosaurs are really
good at making sounds. Adult write
a sound on the speech bubble and
child say which sound the dinosaur
is making (in your best dinosaur
voice)

Sound Dinosaur likes to eat sounds.
Fill your sound dinosaur with as many
sounds as you can think of, just like
he’s eaten them.

Hide the dinosaur eggs in the house or
garden. Find the eggs and order them
when you have found them all.

Use one of the dinosaurs that you
have made this week and your sound
line. Listen to the sound that the
grown up makes and put your
dinosaur next to that sound. Then
swap over. Child say the sound for the
adult.

Session 4

2.45-3.15pm
Zoom Story with one of your teachers in
school.
I wonder who it will be today?
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